MARCH, APRIL, MAY CLASSES – Come Learn with Us!

Beginner Knitting!
Whether you are just starting or refreshing your skill, this class is for you! Learn all of the knitting basics. Cast on, knit
and purl stitch, cable, yarn over, basic button hole and bind off to name a few. At the end you will have a fantastic
project that will launch your skills into your next creation! There will be five 2 hour classes.
Project: Make a pillow
Yarn: Worsted – Plymouth Homestead or Cascade 220
Cost: $125
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: (Select One) Fridays – March 23, 30, April 6, 13 & 20
Tuesday Eve – April 3,10,17, 24 & May 1
Tuesday Eve – May 8, 15, 22, 29 & June 5

9 – 11am
6:30 – 8:30pm
6:30 – 8:30pm

Beginner Crochet!
The pillow has arrived and our first class is on its way! Whether you are refreshing skills grandma taught you or starting
from scratch, this project was designed to jumpstart your skillset and have you an advanced beginner in no time.
Project: Make a pillow
Yarn: Worsted – Cascade 220
Cost: $125
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Tuesdays – April 3, 10, 17, May 1 & 8
9 – 11am

Crochet Critters!
Back by popular demand! If you've never tried your hand at crochet, or are a crocheter, but never “hooked”
amigurumi critters, try this! Unlike traditional teeny tiny amigurumi you can use any weight yarn you're comfortable
with to create these fun animals. Basic crochet stitches, working in the round, finishing, and embroidery are all part of
the process. Work from one of the Menagerie Books, or grab a kit.
Project: Toft Animal Kit of Choice
Cost: $100
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Saturdays – March 17, 24 31 & April 7 9 – 11am

Workshops & Other Classes!
Just Magic Loop!
In this two-hour quickie workshop, you will learn to do the fantastic magic loop technique. Enhance your circular knitting skills
with this fast, easy way to knit any size project diameter in the round. If you want to lean a wonderful alternative to using double
pointed needles, this is for you!
Project: Boot Topper
Yarn: Cascade 220 or Encore Worsted
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Saturday – March 31 11 – 1pm or Tuesday eve – April 3

6:30 – 8:30pm
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Eden Fells Hat!
This deeply textured hat combines two different stitch patterns to create a beautiful unisex hat.
This interesting texture is created just by alternating knits and purls! It can be worked up as a
beanie or as a longer slouch. This class will introduce you to knitting in the round, reading a
chart, and directional decreases.
Project: Eden Fells Hat by Helen Stewart
Yarn: Worsted Weight- Plymouth Homestead or Cascade 220
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Fridays – March 23, 30 & April 6 12 – 1:30pm

Liguria Hat!
As if this isn’t beautiful enough you may want to stop by the store and admire Karen’s four-color version, smashing!
Now you too can have one for yourself. Kick your brioche up a notch with this beautiful, slightly slouchy hat designed
by Katrin Schubert. Increasing and decreasing in brioche stitch create the graceful swirling
pattern. Be sure to look at the crown of the hat...a thing of beauty.
DK weight yarn. 2 contrasting colors. Shop sample knit with Llamor.
Project: Liguria Hat by Katrin Shubert
Yarn: Dk weight…Try Llamor
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Tuesdays – March 20, 27 & April 10

11 – 12:30pm

Circular Knitting Workshop!
Back by popular demand…Are you tired of knitting back and forth on scarves? Then this is the workshop for you. In
this 3 hour class you will learn how to knit in the round using circular needles. We will show you several methods of
joining in the round, keeping track of your rounds, identifying your stitches in the round, and how to bind off. You'll
go home having started on a cowl, the perfect project for exploring circular knitting.
Project: Simple Yet Effective Cowl by Tin Can Knits
Yarn: Worsted Weight- Cascade Tangier or Amitola Grande by Louisa Harding Yarns
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $35
Date & Time: Friday - April 27 9 – 12pm or Saturday – May 12 9 – 12:00pm

Copenhagen Calling!
Get on the bandwagon and join the fun! Choose from an array of colors, build your skills with
some meditative ribbing, stripes, slip stitch mosaic and some chart reading while creating some
simple lace. This is a great project for group knitting. Love the combinations of pattern and
how they come together.
Yarn: Hikoo Kenzie…Yummy!
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Thursdays – March 29, April 12 & 26

10 – 11:30am
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Downton Cowl!
This cowl is a great way to dip your toes into the world of lace knitting. Knit with DK weight yarn, this class will show
you knitting in the round, directional decrease, chart reading, and tips for blocking lace. The drape and detailing of
this cowl make it the perfect knit for dressing up your everyday look.
Project: Downton Cowl by Shannon Cook
Yarn: DK Weight- Queensland Rainbow Beach or Mirasol Nuna
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Fridays – May 4, 11 & 18
11 – 12:30pm

Tuck Stitch Workshop!
This beauty celebrates the tuck stitch family. Have you ever met a Tuck Stitch?
This is the parent of the brioche stitch. Learn about how they are made and paired
together to create gorgeous textured fabrics that will make you drool. Pair and play
with your favorite colors while mastering yarnovers, burps, barks and perhaps a Latvian
braid if you are up for the challenge.
Yarn: GGH Topas
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $35
Date & Time: Sunday – April 8 9 – 12pm

Log Cabin Mitts!
Let’s learn how to make the log cabin square. These fresh, stylish mitts used three different
colors of Hikoo Kenzie DK from which you will be able to make more than one pair of mitts,
or a pair of mitts and Karen's beautiful One Earth, One Sky, One Heart cowl.
Project: Log Cabin Mitts
Yarn: DK weight yarn. Try Kenzie or Mewsic
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $50
Date & Time: Tuesday eves – April 17 & 24

6:30 – 8:30pm

Llama Mitts!
These delicate and soft fingerless mitts are the perfect accessory for spring. They are stunning in the baby Llama
yarn, Llamor. Knit on double point needles, you'll learn how to create a thumb gusset, directional decreases and the
sewn bind off.
Project: Cafe Au Lait Mitts by Paula McKeever
Yarn: DK Weight- Hikoo Llamor or Cascade 220 Sport
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Fridays – March 23, 30, April 6 & 13 1:30 – 3pm
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Top Down Sock!
These top down socks have just the right amount of challenge. The classic cable design is perfect for a man or woman.
The worsted weight yarn creates a cozy pair of house socks in no time. Chart reading, top down sock construction,
grafting and more. Knit with your choice of the newest flexiflips, dpns, or magic loop.
Project: Log Cabin Sock
Yarn: Worsted Weight Yarn
Skill Level:
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Fridays – May 4, 11, 18 & 25

9 – 10:30am

FunFunFun!
An expertly designed and “Fun” to knit shawl is the perfect blank canvas to experiment with
color. Choose three solid colors, or try combining speckle and solid yarns like in our shop
model. The possibilities are endless. With stripes, garter, stockinette, seed stitch, eyelet rows,
and directional increases there is something for everyone.
Project: Project: Fun Fun Fun Shawl by Andrea Mowry
Yarn: Fingering or DK weight - Cascade Heritage & Done Roving Happy Feet or Kenzie
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Fridays – May 1, 11, 18 & 25 9 – 10:30am

Cassini Shawl!
The elegant Cassini Shawl features a variety of new techniques. The lovely drape of the fabric is enhanced by dramatic
raised decrease lines, while the entire shawl is bordered by special edge stitches which look like little pearls. Suited to
the more experienced knitter, the pattern provides all the tools needed, though it is not
written out line by line. The finished shawl is magnificent!
Yarn: Mirasol Nuna
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $75
Date & Time: Wednesdays – March 28, April 4 & 18

9 – 11:00am

Ravelry!
Bring your coffee and your laptop! Spend some time getting set up on Ravelry. We will work together to organize
your stash, find your favorite designers and join their groups, join the Rows of PurL group and build your pattern
library. Learn to explore thousands of yarn and pattern possibilities and have fun!
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Saturday – March 24 9 – 11am or April 12

12 – 2pm
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Fiber Lecture!
Come one, come all! Well, there will actually be a limit so sign up quickly. Learn in detail how yarn became yarn.
Gain a better understanding of fiber and its properties. We say knowledge is power so feel the confidence surge as
you pair up your next project with yarn. The possibilities really are endless.
Skill level: All Levels
Cost: On the House!
Date and Time: Thursday - May 3

11 – 12:30pm

or

6:30 – 8pm

Fix It…”to err is human”!
In this workshop you’ll learn to recognize exactly what went wrong in your work and how to fix it. From simple fixes
for dropped and twisted stitches, to reworking cables and dealing with pesky, recurring problems we all face in our
knitting. Cascade 220 in a light color for swatching.
Yarn: Worsted weight swatch yarn
Skill Level: Been There… Advanced beginner
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Tuesday - April 10 1 – 3pm or Sunday - May 20 10 – 12pm

Chart Reading Basics!
A perfect project to get started reading charts. With some helpful tools and fear put aside,
simplify your patterns by learning to read charts. Work this mirror image textured cowl in
the round using only knits and purls! This is a satisfying quick knit, available as either a single
or double wrap.
Project: Dovetail Cowl
Yarn: Worsted Weight Yarn…Try Huasco Worsted
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $40
Date & Time: Saturdays – March 24 & April 7 12 – 1:30pm

Mosaic Workshop!
What a great way to learn more about changing colors with slip stitches in our fun mosaic
workshop. Chart reading and slipping stitches will keep you knitting the entire
time. This is a fantastic, hands on workshop! You will go home with four swatches and lots
of ideas, ready to roll right into the mosaic table runner class or desired project.
Yarn: Cascade 220
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $35
Date & Time: Saturday – March 17 12 – 3pm or

Tuesday – April 3 12 – 3pm
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Natural Dyeing Workshop!
Spring is in the air! Come and learn the basics of dyeing using materials the earth provides
from flowers to bark to spices in your kitchen cabinet! You'll be amazed at this ancient creative
process. You will dye a skein to bring home ready for your next project.
Skill level: Newbie…Beginner – No Experience Required
Cost: $60
Date and Time: Wednesday – March 28 9 – 12pm or Saturday – April 28

9 – 12pm

Acid Dyeing Workshop!
Make your next project an even greater reflection of you! Come create a one of a kind skein
uniquely your own. You will learn the basics of acid dying using a painting/pouring method.
You will go home with your beautiful skein and the knowledge to continue dying on your own.
Skill level: Newbie...Beginner – No Experience Required
Cost: $60
Date and Time: Wednesday – April 18 9 – 12pm or Saturday – May 19 9 – 12pm

Spinning and Drop Spindle!
Beginner Spinning and Drop Spindle classes are available! Have you ever felt drawn to the spinning process and
thought 'someday I'd like to do that'? This is the time! Whether spinning on a wheel or a drop spindle, you will learn
from our Master Spinner, Connie Wieczorek. If spinning is your choice, you will start with a raw fleece and learn the
skills that will allow you to spin on your own wheel. We will go from sheep to yarn! If you want to get your feet wet
before committing yourself to your fiber lust, then drop spindle is for you. Bring on the fiber!
A spinning wheel in good working order prior to class is required or one may be rented.
Drop Spindle kits are available at the store.
Skill level: Newbie…Beginner – No Experience Required
Cost: $60 - 160 (optional spinning wheel rental fee $50 with refundable deposit)
Date and Time: Call Rows of PurL to express your interest. Class times flexible.

Private Spinning Lessons!
Private Lessons are available for beginner spinning and drop spindle. Master Spinner, Connie Wieczorek, enjoys
sharing what she has learned and will tailor the lessons to your needs and interests. This private setting allows the client
that special attention they may need or prefer. Contact Rows of PurL to set up a time
that works with your schedule.
Skill level: Newbie…Beginner – No Experience Required
Cost: $40 per hour
Date and Time: Call to Schedule!
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French Macaroon Baby Sweater!
Inspired by a gift of colorful, sweet macaroons this yummy little sweater knits up fast! You will agree with the designer
who warns “…like the delicious sweets they are named after, you might not be able to stop at just one! This cutie is knit
entirely in garter stitch. It is a great way to learn the Cable Cast On and important finishing skills such as the Three
Needle Bind Off and Mattress Stitch seams on garter stitch pattern.
Project: First Baby Sweater
Yarn: 365 Cotone or Cascade Ultra Pima
Skill Level: Been there...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $75
Date & Time: Tuesday eves – March 20, 27 & April 10
Wednesdays – April 25, May 2 &16

6:30 – 8:30pm
9 – 11am

or

V for Vivi!
This seamless, top down raglan sweater is elegant in its simplicity. The soft stockinette
background provides a pretty canvas for a wide variety of small embellishments, such as a
monogram, a flower or other motif. Make yours a personalized family heirloom. This pattern
also provides an excellent introduction to knitting a top down sweater in the round for those
knitters new to this sweater construction. Requires DP or Magic Loop experience.
Project: First Baby Sweater
Yarn: Big Bad Wool
Skill Level: Been there...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $75
Date & Time: Wednesdays – April 4, 18 & May 2

11 – 1:00pm

Ramona Sweater!
A great first sweater! Put your skills into action and add a few more. Read through a pattern,
learn top-down raglan construction, magic loop knitting in the round and some finishing.
Project: Beginner Sweater
Yarn: Homestead, Eco + or Eco Cloud
Skill Level: Been there...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Saturdays – May 5, 12, 19 & 26

9 – 11am

The Weekender KAL!
Knit along with Liz and some Rows of PurL pals, this Andrea Mowry favorite. Enjoy a few
evenings of fun, support and deadlines (they really are a good thing!). Choose from the
beautiful Green Mountain Spinnery "Weekend Wool" color palette and have a comfortable
piece to add to your wardrobe. *Tubular Cast On, Short Row shaping, Kitchner Bind Off*
Yarn: Our new Vermont Spinnery Weekend Wool
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $50 – A true Knit A Long…Not your first sweater.
Date & Time: Thursdays – April 12, 26, May 10 & 24

6:30 – 8:30pm
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Stone Point!
Stone Point is a versatile poncho you’ll wear throughout the year. A lovely lace, the
pattern is written or charted. Three needle bind off, chart reading, correcting mistakes
in lace, picking up stitches, and more. Knit in the brand new Green Mountain Spinnery
Sylvan Spirit.
Project: Stone Point Poncho
Yarn: Sylvan Spirit
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Tuesdays – May 1, 8, 15 & 22

11 – 12:30pm

Mayu Swoncho!
Yes, it’s a thing! Combining the ease of a poncho with the practicality of a sweater you’ll find all manner of “swonchos”
on Ravelry right now. Easy to wear and fun to knit, the Mayu is a swoncho at its best. Picking up stitches, seaming,
interesting details and construction are some of the new skills and challenges you will encounter.
Come in and try the shop sample on. Holding 2 strands together, both fingering weight yarn and
a mohair makes this flow right through your fingertips.
Yarn: Perlina and Silkhair
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Wednesday eves – March 21, April 4, 18, May 2 & 9 6:30 – 8:00pm

Soap Workshop!
Let’s make soap! With Spring right around the corner, there is no time like the present to smell minty fresh. Learn the
chemistry behind how soap is made in this hands-on workshop. Choose your scent and customize your soap to your
exact desire. Yields 8 - 10 Bars
Cost: $80
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Saturday - March 31
1 – 3pm

Felted Wine Bottle Cozy!
This felted beauty makes an attractive display on your counter or dining table at your favorite
restaurant all while maintaining the temperature of that tasty bottle of wine. With its hand
sewn finished touches, your exploration of color and detail will be artistically challenged.
Overall it is a simple pattern that will encourage you learn dps, felting in more than one fashion
and basic embroidery. The perfect hostess’ gift!
Project: Felted Wine Holder
Yarn: Mewsic, Cascade 220 and Gina
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Wednesdays – March 28, April 11 & 25

11 – 12:30pm
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Constant Companion!
Back by popular demand! Knit up this beautiful felted bag in no time. It's large enough to
stow a sweater's worth of yarn along with your project and accessories! Have fun choosing
your color schemes. Knit in the round, learn: I-cord, applied I-cord, and felting.
Project: Felted Bag
Yarn: Cascade 220 and Gina
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Saturdays – March 17, 31, April 7 & 14

9 – 10:30am

Mosaic Table Runner!
Mosaic with its woven look and sturdy texture is perfectly suited to home goods. You can knit
this in brights or neutrals, with the patterns given, or plug and play with your favorite mosaic
pattern from Barbara Walker. The size can be personalized to fit any table in your home.
Knit in the Cascade Avalon cotton, it’s practical as well as beautiful.
Project: Table Runner
Yarn: Cascade Avalon
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Tuesdays – May 1, 8, & 22 1 – 2:30pm

Time for Directional Pillow!
Add a pop of color to any deco with this beautiful Directional Pillow Cover. Form the
squares with special triangular shapes learning: how to stripe while carrying your second
color yarn up the side; how to pick up stitches; the Mattress Stitch; and the Three Needle
Bind Off.
Yarn: Gina and Kenzie
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Tuesday eves – May 1, 8, 29 & June 5

6:30 – 8:30pm

Building Blocks Blanket!
You will learn so much while knitting this beautiful Afghan. Designed by Michele Hunter to
increase your knitting skills in manageable bites. Each of the 12 blocks will introduce you to a
new stitch and technique, "building" on the last one learned. After all the blocks are completed
we'll block, seam, and finish the blanket. Knit with Worsted Merino Superwash or Encore, both
by Plymouth Yarn Company.
Yarn: Worsted Weight Yarn
Skill Level: Been there…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $200
Date & Time: Wednesday eves – March 28, April 11, 25, May 16, 23, June 6, 13 & 28 6:30 – 8:30pm
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*Supplies are not included in the price of the class*
*We respectfully ask that class supplies be purchased at Rows of PurL*
*10% discount to students for class supplies!*
*Please note that our classes are for adults unless otherwise indicated*
*Please note that makeup classes are at the discretion of Rows of PurL and private lessons are available for an
additional fee to any who have missed one or more classes in order to complete projects*
Please contact store at 908-879-0403 to sign up for classes. We are excited to see your amazing creations come to life!
Please review store Policies & Faqs for further information.

SKILL LEVEL METER Newbie…Beginner - No Experience Required!
Been There…Advanced Beginner - Ability to knit and purl is required.
Done That…Intermediate - Knit, purl as well as increasing, decreasing and working in the
round required.
Can’t Touch This! Advanced - Advanced techniques for knitters with several projects under their belt.
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